
1st: Lay out the tent on a flat surface and extend all ropes perpendicular to 

tent. It is very important that you pick out a flat surface to erect the tent. 

Tent Installation 

2nd: Place the tent stakes about 3 feet out from the tent at each rope at a 30 

degree angle outward and pound into the ground about half way. Later you 

will hammer them in further to tighten and firm up the tent. 

3rd: Assemble and lay out all tent poles which are made up of two pieces 

next to each rope. Also assemble the center poles made up of 4 sections each. 
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20 x 20 Tent Installation 

5th: Install the center pole. Now is the time to straighten and hand tighten all the legs of 

the tent. Make sure all legs and the center pole are straight as you tighten the ropes by 

hand. Finally starting at the corner stakes make the final adjustments as you tighten 

and firm up the tent by pounding the stakes farther into the ground. As shown in yellow 

the corner stakes will tighten the tent along the axis on which the ropes pull. Tighten the 

middle stakes last and you are done.  

                     If you are having problems please call us at 633-3551. 

4th: Starting in one of the canopy corners, insert pointed end of tent pole into the 

metal ring, lean the leg at a 20 degree angle outward and loosely tighten the two cor-

ner ropes around the tent stake. The tent leg should be able to stand on its own. Next 

do the same idea to the next pole on the short side and then on the opposite corner. 

Just keep following the tent around until all the tent legs are loosely upright.  




